Document from the Modules and Use Case Scenarios Working Group
Drafted in November 2011 with input from the MOD WG – Nicholas Provart (chair), Ann Loraine (co‐chair), Sylva Donaldson,
Siobhan Brady, Wolfram Weckworth, Katherine Denby, Eva Huala, Chris Pires, Matteo Pelligrini, Rodrigo Gutierrez, Erich
Grotewold, Katja Baerenfaller, Sean May, and others (revised up to 8 December 2011).

Use Case Scenarios
The MOD WG identified several use case scenarios for which the AIP must be able to be used. We
divided the use cases into various communities of researchers, whereby there is considerable overlap
between all of them: Transcriptomics, Proteomics, Metabolomics, Epigenomics/small RNA, Natural
Variation, Systems Biology, Annotation, “normal” user, non‐Arabidopsis user. See Table 1 on the
penultimate page of this document and the results of a MASC survey of Arabidopsis bioinformatic tools
on the last page for a summary/details. For the use cases, there are two broad categories: finding all the
information about a single gene, and the other is finding specific information about a set of genes.
Figure 1 below shows proposed components of a new Arabidopsis Information Portal, with shading
denoting current availability.

Figure 1: Proposed Modules for the Arabidopsis Information Portal, with shading denoting current availability. Lines from AIP to
modules denote how a user might access data. Thinner lines between modules represent a selection of connections between
modules that will need to be recognized (e.g. genome annotation → phosphoproteome; genome annotation → epigenome).
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Ready to go
A. Gold Standard Genome Annotation. This proposed module would be based on data provided by
the current TAIR release perhaps with some minor updates, frozen into an build that would start
to be updated again once modularized in the AIP. This annotation encompasses all genome
features such as promoters, introns, exons, small RNAs, etc*.
Source: TAIR at www.arabidopsis.org
Format: GFF files. Visualization with GBrowse or similar.
Notes/issues: moving forward, it is not clear who would be responsible for updating the
genome annotations**, but this module would represent a fundable unit critical for the proper
functioning of the AIP. The “front‐end” for this module should be a genome browser capable of
being embedded in the AIP.It might be nice to offer the capability of permitting the use of
different browsers (IGB, IGV, JBrowse) as each of these have strengths and weaknesses that
different users might prefer.
* It would make a lot of sense for the group running the annotations module to also integrate
data from e.g. 1001 Genomes effort, and to undertake things like probe set mappings for
microarray platforms. The releases could be numbered as per the TAIR releases, e.g. IAIC1 or
AIP1.
**If a distributed annotation system were implemented, such as LBNL’s Suzanne Lewis’
WebApollo system (http://gmod.org/wiki/WebApollo), there needs to be a vetting system by a
“community of experts”.
B. Transcriptome: expression level. This proposed module would be based on existing (primarily
microarray) data available in GEO / ArrayExpress / NASCArrays, perhaps from a consolidation
tier‐level providers such as GenevestigAtor or the BAR. Additionally, co‐expression neighbours
should be readily available.
Source: GenevestigAtor:
https://www.genevestigator.com/gv/directlink.jsp?geneIDs=AT3G24650&geneIDType=AGI&org
anism=AT&chiptype=ATH1&tool=T_PRO_AN&source=tair. eFP views are available as a JSON
request from the BAR , returned as an PNG images.
http://bar.utoronto.ca/webservices/efp_service/efp_service.php?request={"agi":"At1g04170"} ;
coexpression neighbours are available immediately from ATTEDII (Takeshi Obayashi’s group,
Obayashi et al., 2009, NAR, http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkn807; the webservice call looks like
http://atted.jp/cgi‐bin/API_coex.cgi?gene=At1g01010&type=cor&cutoff=0.508). There are also
other coexpression tools e.g. CressExpress, Expression Angler, ACT, etc., see Usadel et al., 2009
(PC&E, http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1365‐3040.2009.02040.x) for a comprehensive list and URLs
– some of these are activatable via a dynamic link.
Format: not clear, perhaps as images from consolidator tier‐level? For coexpression, ATTEDII
provides a JSON‐based webservice.
Notes/issues: This would be a fundable module with perhaps a couple of providers. RNA‐seq
and exon/tiling arrays provide unprecedented resolution at the level of transcription of
individual exons of the gene, and it is not clear how such data can be visualized on a multi‐gene
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basis. Original .CEL or SRA data sets must be easily accessible by AIP users.
Another aspect of this module is the proper curation of gene expression data sets. For instance,
it is quite difficult right now to browse GEO by e.g. Plant Ontology terms to retrieve specific data
sets. Further, the creation of GDSs (GEO Data Sets) from GSMs (GEO series) is woefully behind,
with only 66 GDS records covering just 677 of 7963 ATH1 arrays (630 series) in GEO. It would
also be crucial that the proper gene to probe set mapping file be updated with new genome
annotations – this might be a function that the Gold Standard Genome Annotation module
could perform.
See also the Transcriptome: alternative splicing module, which would serve the “all possible
splice variants” use case – a user wants to identify all splice variants in her gene of interest, and
know under which conditions these splice variants are expressed. This will likely require
extensive RNA‐Seq data to be comprehensive.
C. Interactome: Protein‐Protein. This module would be sourced from an infrastructure tier
database such as IntAct, or from a consolidator tier database such as AtPID or the BAR’s AIV DB.
Currently, the direction of data sharing has switched such that IntAct now provides feeds to
TAIR’s NBrowse. IntAct has curators actively adding Arabidopsis PPIs to the IntAct DB.
Source: RESTful webservices are available directly from IntAct via PSICQUIC. See
http://code.google.com/p/psicquic/wiki/PsicquicSpec_1_2_Rest. BAR AIV DB webservice feed:
http://bar.utoronto.ca/webservices/aiv/get_interactions.php?request=[{"agi":"At1g02130"},{"a
gi":"At4g23810"},{"agi":"At3g01090"}]
Format: Input would be as RESTful webservices; ideally the interactions could be rendered as an
interaction network on the fly with e.g. CytoscapeWeb. Output should be available as .sif files
and XGMML files (for direct import into desktop Cytoscape applications).
Notes/issues: some consolidation‐level databases have predicted interactions, and it must be
clear in the AIP that these are predicted.
D. Proteome. This module would be logically based on the extant MASCPGator (MASC Proteomics
Aggregator) as described by Joshi et al. in Plant Physiology (2011,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1104/pp.110.168195). This tool aggregates data on a protein or list of
proteins from SUBA, pep2pro, PPDB, ProMEX, AtPeptide, PhosPhAt, AT_CHLORO, RIPP‐DB,
P3DB, and At GelMap. Data cover phosphorylation, phosphomodulation, MS subcellular
localization, fluorescent protein subcellular localization, organ spectral count in a (currently)
smallish set of sampled organs.
Format: Uses RESTful webservices with JSON feeds to retrieve data from participating sites. A
description of the MASCPGator architechture may be found here: http://www.masc‐
proteomics.org/mascp/index.php/Gator#MASCP_Gator_Architecture.
Source: Single protein at http://gator.masc‐proteomics.org/; multiple proteins at
http://gator.masc‐proteomics.org/multiple.html. A subcellular localization pictograph based on
a webservice data feed from SUBA (Heazlewood et al. 2007, NAR,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkl863) can be generated itself as a webservice feed from the
BAR (http://bar.utoronto.ca/cell_efp/cgi‐bin/cell_efp.cgi). PRIDE can provide a BioMart type of
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output based on a set of AGI IDs and return all Arabidopsis proteomics data sets in which the
protein product was identified:
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/biomart/martview?VIRTUALSCHEMANAME=default&ATTRIBUTES=
pride.default.pride_attributes.sample_name|pride.default.pride_attributes.sample_description
_comment|pride.default.pride_attributes.brenda|pride.default.pride_attributes.submitted_acc
ession|pride.default.pride_attributes.peptide_sequence|pride.default.pride_attributes.project_
name|pride.default.pride_attributes.experiment_title|pride.default.pride_attributes.bto_ac|pri
de.default.pride_attributes.experiment_ac|pride.default.pride_attributes.experiment_short_titl
e|pride.default.pride_attributes.psi_mod_ac|pride.default.pride_attributes.psi_mod_term&FIL
TERS=pride.default.pride_filters.submitted_accession_option."AT3G24650,AT5G25610"|pride.d
efault.pride_filters.species_filter."Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse‐ear
cress)"&VISIBLEPANEL=resultspanel
Notes/issues: MASPGator can be considered a consolidation‐level provider. Speed is
surprisingly good for the wide variety of data providers that are feeding data to the Gator. PRIDE
is likely to be more complete and convenient to the user as uploads are easier, but perhaps the
MASPGator could retrieve data from PRIDE on the fly, too.
E. Stock Centers DB. The ABRC, NASC, and RIKEN BRC are the main providers of seed and DNA
stocks. It is crucial that the Arabidopsis community be able to easily order these stocks.
Format: Typically based on stock center identifier. TAIR currently provides ordering for the
ABRC. NASC and RIKEN have separate ordering systems. RIKEN may require a MTA?
Source: ABRC at http://abrc.osu.edu/ is currently tied into TAIR for germplasm
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/Search?action=new_search&type=germplasm and DNA
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/Search?action=new_search&type=dna searches and
orders. NASC runs the European Arabidopsis Stock Centre at http://arabidopsis.info/. RIKEN BRC
for Arabidopsis is at http://www.brc.riken.jp/lab/epd/Eng/species/arabidopsis.shtml.
Notes/issues: it would be nice to have “one‐click” ordering of stock from e.g. the Genome
Browser page, based on location. Thus if one were located in North America, seed stock would
first be offered from ABRC for a given germplasm. It is not clear to how the ABRC will run its own
ordering system after TAIR’s funding ends but hopefully the funding agencies would see fit to
provide the ABRC with funds to support an ordering system. There should be no change in the
way the current centers partition the orders amongst themselves, to obviate any loss of order
numbers thus decreasing vital revenue.
Another aspect of this module could be Tools and Services whereby providers of e.g. NGS or
microarry hybridization services could post links for fee‐for‐service operations.
F. Curation of Functional Data. This aspect comprises data covered mainly by Gene Ontology, but
could also include other controlled vocabulary efforts such as Plant Ontology and PATO
(Phenotype and Trait Ontology), ChEBI, etc. MapMan is also a popular tool for classifying data
and has its own curation effort and classification scheme. Should user‐annotation be possible
and if so, how can this be implemented?
Format: These control vocabularies by definition are easily accessible computationally, typically
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as GO terms in XML‐based files. Webservices from various providers are available, e.g. from
http://geneontology.org/software/gold/api/org/geneontology/web/services/package‐
summary.html. MapMan provides BioMOBY webservices.
Source: Geneontology.org at http://geneontology.org;
http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/biomoby.
Notes/issues: Currently TAIR is the main curator for GO for Arabidopsis genes, and does have
funding from the NIH to continue this work through 2017. However, GOA and others are also
providing GO annotations for Arabidopsis genes, and these get integrated with TAIR’s own
annotations and are then submitted to geneontology.org. It is a plausible scenario that
geneontology.org could serve as the main provider for functional annotations, while various
groups continue to update the annotations. Another feature could be the ability of a user to
upload his/her own annotation to a AIP‐driven annotation DB.
Another aspect is visualization of results and enrichment analyses. Several extant tools might be
contacted regarding providing enrichment analysis with proper backgrounds (e.g. ATH1, whole
genome, some custom set of genes) such as AgriGO from Zhen Su’s group at the Chinese
Agricultural University (http://bioinfo.cau.edu.cn/agriGO/), or GOrilla from Zohar Yakhini’s lab at
the Technion in Israel (http://cbl‐gorilla.cs.technion.ac.il/). GOrilla can be used with ranked lists
such as those produced by RNA‐Seq or microarray experiments.
1 year
A. Transcriptome: alternative splicing. Knowing in which tissue a given alternatively‐spliced
transcript is expressed is currently quite a difficult task to address. One has to search the short
read archives to find all records that are RNA‐Seq. One has to download SRA files, convert to
FASTQ, align to genome, etc. Then one would have to open these files in IGB or some other
viewer, load all files one by one and check alignment pattern for all RNA‐Seq datasets to see
which are dominant isoforms, etc. The first step to the end can be done with existing tools, one
just has to know what to do. If the AIP can provide prealigned and preprocessed RNA‐Seq data
with metadata, users can easily find what they’re looking for.
Format: pre‐processed RNA‐Seq data sets, perhaps initially provide by Ann Loraine’s group at
UNCC. Tabix?
Source: NCBI’s SRA and NASCArrays/GEO/ArrayExpress exon array data sets.
Notes/issues: This is a module that seems very fundable and would feed data into the Gold
Standard Genome Annotation module.
B. Interactome: Protein‐DNA. Eric Grotewold at OSU is currently mining the primary data and
trying to understand what is being calling a target, and whether it meets the criteria to put in his
AGRIS database. Siobhan Brady from UC Davis has been working with Erich at AGRIS to give
protein‐DNA interaction data in SIF format for upload in AGRIS. It seems that a start would be
to work with what AGRIS has developed and go from there. IntAct is also archiving protein‐DNA
interactions (e.g MI:0430 – nucleic acid cross‐linking assay), and PWMs are likely to be the
prefered data format for describing protein‐DNA interactions.
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Format: none defined but MIMIx initiative is fairly well established, see below.
Source: AGRIS at http://arabidopsis.med.ohio‐state.edu/. Other useful tools are WSU’s John
Wyrick’s ATHENA at http://www.bioinformatics2.wsu.edu/cgi‐bin/Athena/cgi/home.pl.
Notes/issues: Joe Ecker is working with Tim Hughes in Toronto on determining the binding
specificities of all Arabidopsis transcription factors. Progress is about 50% currently. These data
will be a valuable addition to this module. It is likely that these data would be deposited in
IntAct, which does require data sets to be submitted according to MIMIx (Minimum Information
required for reporting a Molecular Interaction eXperiment, Orchard et al. 2007,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nbt1324) format using PSI‐MI (Proteomics Standards Initiative‐
Molucular Interaction) terms.
C. Comparative Genomics – Arabidopsis 1001 Genomes and – Other Plants, including crops.
Being able to retrieve a region of the genome in a large set of ecotypes is difficult to do now.
Magnus Nordborg is planning to enable this to a certain extent together with the EBI for the
1001 genomes data. Detlef Weigel’s group has a tool in beta testing called PolyMorph that will
do just this. Eric Lyons (formerly at Berkeley, now with iPlant) has developed a tool called CoGe
that allows syntenic viewing of gene homologs across 12000+ genomes.
Format: Perhaps VCF (see http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btr330) for polymorphism
data?
Source: http://polymorph.weigelworld.org/cgi‐
bin/webapp.cgi?page=generic_point_search;plugin=retrieve_snps_generic;project=MPICao2010
For CoGe, the website is http://genomevolution.org/CoGe/. Another source might be
Phytozome, which does offer up comparative genomic data for plants in a BioMart‐based
system (http://www.phytozome.net/biomart/martview/). TAIR also has computed orthologs
across several species, which could be used to populate an earlier iteration of a comparative
genomics module.
Notes/issues: Although Detlef is not working with the EBI group, the data EBI does have are
from Detlef’s group originally, and Detlef’s group is in close contact with them. The group also
plans to have such queries available as SOAP‐based webservices.
D. Metabolomics. Wolfram Weckworth and colleagues are working to develop an aggregator tool
dubbed MASCMGator for aggregating metabolomics data from several international sources.
Joshi Hiren, who worked on the MASCPGator tool (see Proteomics module) is working on this
project. It will be based on the use of RESTful webservices and thus presents itself as a module
that could be readily be integrated into the AIP. This module should also provide information on
pathways such as those available in Arabidopsis Reactome (webservices available), AraCyc,
KEGG and others.
E. Epigenomics. The Epigenomics of Plants International Consortium (EPIC; another NSF RCN‐
funded effort) is aiming to have a browser for all available epigenomic data sets (including small
RNAs) up and running within a relatively short period of time. This consortium has been made
aware of IAIC’s AIP effort and is willing to contribute towards it.
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F. User Feedback, Tutorials, and Training. It is clear that it should be very easy for users to suggest
improvements, but an AIP that would monitor itself and identify areas where users seem to “get
stuck” would be desirable so that IAIC’s SAB could direct the AIP to modify the user interface
appropriately. Perhaps Google Analytics would be useful in this regard. Another important
aspect of the AIP would be to provide tutorials and training, both for users and those wishing to
provide data to the AIP.

> 1 year
A. Comparative Genomics – Brassicaceae. Could this be a subset of the CoGe framework? Input
from BMAP is also a logical choice here.
B. Other: Predictive Biology. Note – Currently, GeneMANIA server at http://genemania.org can
provide predictions for a gene or set of genes based on several interaction datatypes, broadly
defined such as shared protein domains, coexpression, protein‐protein interactions etc; as can
other published coexpression networks such as AraNet, SeedNet, and others. Furthermore,
other tools like GeneCAT, VirtualPlant are also useful for predictions.
C. Other: Phenomics. Note – TAIR has a fairly extensive phenotype database which should be
available for immediate query. Large‐scale automated phenotyping plus e.g. GWAS studies
might becoming available in the near future, and sites for querying such data should be linked to
by the AIP.
D. Other: Structural Genomics. Currently links to PDB files as well as links to the BAR’s ePlant
structure predictions covering ~70% of the Arabidopsis proteome are available.
One final point is that is should be very easy for the AIP user to use a BioMart‐type of tool to extract
any/all of these data sets for specific genes for those working in other organisms to be able to easily
perform subsequent analyses for use‐case scenarios not envisioned in this document.
Another aspect that we only briefly touched on was the way in which updates to data sets are handled.
The AIP should adopt a version system from the get‐go, and it should be absolutely transparent as to
what those updates encompass. Also, where necessary, updated e.g. genome annotations must be
propagated upon release to all other modules that rely on these.
A mock‐up of input and output pages for the “normal” user for a single gene is shown below in Figure 2.
A mock‐up of input and output pages for the “normal” user for a multiple genes is shown in Figure 3. A
concept for analyzing lists of genes (and associated data) is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Input and output page mockups for a “normal” user for a single gene: ABI3, At3g24650.
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Figure 3: Input and output page mockups for a “normal” user for multiple genes: ABI3‐coexpressed gene list and the
interactors thereof.
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Figure 4: My List page mockup, showing the ability to perform simple Venn analyses, filter, and generate additional
queries. It is not clear to what extent the AIP should allow all manner of anlayses to be performed, or if it is impossible to
cover all of these in one portal anyway, in which case its focus should be on providing data and associated metadata
from around the world in an easy‐to‐access manner.
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Table 1: Overview of use‐case scenarios and modules which would address them. Dark grey: module is available for immediate
use; medium‐grey: module would be available with ~ 1 year; light‐grey: module would take longer than one year to create.
*Some parts of modules for longer term development might have components that are already available, e.g. GeneMANIA or
VirtualPlant could be used immediately and could be leveraged to support the Predictive Biology module, see notes. Future use
cases are enabled through the use of the proposed AIP modules and by others that do not yet exist. The AIP framework will
permit these to be easily integrated, thereby enabling plant biology to 2020 and beyond.
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Types of uses from a MASC survey of tools used by the community in February 2010
Q5: What sorts of sites do you use on a regular basis?

Q6: What are you current favourite/most useful sites (please provide name
and/or URL, and comments; it is possible to specify up to 5 sites).

From the minutes of the Modules and Uses Cases Working Group meeting on 18 October 2011: Eva
Huala provided stats from TAIR on what is most popular at TAIR in terms of data types and the
breakdown is as follows: 45.6% for searching for and viewing details of a single gene, 4% doing a blast
search, 3% searching for and viewing a germplasm/seed stock, 2.6% publication details, 2% looking at a
genomic region in a genome browser, 1.6% looking at job postings. Other things further down this list
include ordering stocks and getting information on a list of genes. (Nick Provart: 71% of BAR use is for
single‐gene expression patterns, 4% for protein‐protein interactions, 4% for coexpression analyses, 2%
for bulk gene expression queries). Thus for a considerable majority of users, displaying information on
a single gene seems to be the modus operandi.
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